For Distributors:

Program specifics & Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
Effective July 1, 2018 the Jeunesse GPS promotion is no longer available in Greater
China. PGV earned in Greater China on or after August 1, 2018 will not be included
in GPS. PGV earned prior to August 1, 2018 will be included.
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Overview
The Jeunesse Guide to Personal Success (GPS) promotion encourages and rewards Distributors for advancing
in rank and accumulating Personal Group Volume (PGV) during the promotional period of Jan. 1, 2018-Dec. 31,
2018. In accordance with the Jeunesse Financial Rewards Plan, participants in this promotion can earn “cash”
bonuses in addition to commissions.
What is PGV? Generally, Personal Group Volume is the CV that is generated throughout your lines of
sponsorship and from sales to your Customers. However, for purposes of the GPS promotion, please see
Questions About PGV volume on page 4.

TIMEFRAME
1. What is a one-year “rolling” promotion?
The “rolling” promotion gives Distributors the ability to achieve all the bonuses in 90 days or take up to one
year. Even if a Distributor joins Jeunesse on the last day of 2018, he or she will have one year to work on
achieving bonuses.
2. How is this promotion different than Global Shoot for Sapphire?
GPS gives Distributors more time to build their business and earn bonuses. Each cycle bonus can be earned
over three calendar months. Each cycle bonus must be earned in one of the three calendar months. The
shortest time a Sapphire could earn all three of Cycles bonuses is in three months, 25, 50 and 100.
3. How does the merge between Global Shoot for Sapphire (GSFS) and GPS work?
All Distributors enrolled before Nov. 1, 2017, will “reset” Jan. 1, 2018, and will carry forward their volume and
achieved qualifications. Highest real rank of Executive, Jade Executive and Pearl Executive will have 30 days
to make the next GPS bonus. All Distributors at the highest rank of Sapphire Executive (who have not earned
the bonus in the GSFS promotion) will have three months (90 days) to achieve Sapphire Executive 25 and the
required PGV. Once the Distributor has achieved Sapphire Executive 25, he or she will have three months (90
days) to achieve the Sapphire Executive 50 rank and required PGV, and three months (90 days) to achieve the
Sapphire Executive 100 rank and required PGV. Cycles must be in a calendar month, all PGV is cumulative.
4. If an existing Distributor has a highest achieved rank of real Pearl Executive, but is now paid as a real Jade
Executive, can he or she aim to achieve real Pearl Executive rank and take advantage of the promotion?
No. The GPS program will only track a Distributor’s highest achieved real rank, which in this case is
Pearl Executive. The Distributor will be eligible to earn bonuses available for achieving real Sapphire
Executive ranks.
5. If a Distributor enrolls on the last day of the promotion, (i.e. Dec. 31, 2018) will he or she still be able
participate in GPS?
Yes. This promotion allows Distributors who enroll on the last day of the promotion to be given the same
time to achieve the bonuses.
6. When will bonuses earned from the GPS promotion be paid?
This global promotion is consistent across all countries, for all Jeunesse Distributors, including Distributors

in South Korea. Bonuses will be paid approximately two (2) weeks after the end of our standard 30-day
return policy.

EARNING BONUSES
7. If an existing Distributor has a highest achieved rank of real Pearl Executive, is he or she restricted to only
aiming to achieve real Sapphire Executive bonuses?
If a Distributor’s highest rank was real Pearl Executive, he or she is eligible to work toward the bonuses
available for real Sapphire Executives.
If a Distributor’s highest rank was real Sapphire Executive, he or she is eligible to work toward the bonuses
available for “Sapphire 25” and above. Cycles must be processed in one calendar month.
8. Would it be possible for a Distributor to earn the bonuses for the Jade Executive, Pearl Executive and
Sapphire Executive ranks in one month?
Yes. Distributors can achieve all Executive-level bonuses in their first 30 days, if they meet all the requirements.
It is possible to achieve all bonuses for Jade Executive, Pearl Executive, Sapphire Executive and Sapphire
Executive 25 in the first 30 days, if all requirements are met. A Distributor could earn all four bonuses if he or
she has the volume and the cycles.
Note: Distributors cannot achieve multiple rank advancements in the same day. A Distributor must wait for the
system to update the rank before moving on to the next.
For example, if a Distributor is a new Distributor or an Executive at the beginning of the promotion, the
Distributor can achieve real Jade Executive, real Pearl Executive and real Sapphire Executive within the
first 30 days. Jeunesse’s tracking system will verify the Distributor’s rank and volume, and will honor the
bonuses earned. Then the 30-day return period will start. If all requirements are met, bonuses will be paid
approximately two (2) weeks after the end of the return period.
9. If a Distributor does not achieve the real Jade Executive bonus in 30 days, can he or she still aim for the
bonuses for achieving Pearl Executive, Sapphire Executive and Sapphire Executive 25 in the second month
of the promotion?
Yes. The Distributor will not earn the bonus of $500 for real Jade Executive, but he or she can try to earn the
bonus of $1,000 available for real Pearl Executive.
10. What is the maximum amount of bonuses a Distributor can make in a month?
If a Distributor earns the bonuses for real Jade Executive, Pearl Executive, Sapphire Executive and Sapphire
Executive 25 ranks, he or she could earn a maximum of $8,400 USD.
11. What is the shortest amount of time in which a Distributor could earn $15,000 USD in bonuses?
90 days. A Distributor could achieve the four bonuses for advancing through real Jade Executive, Pearl
Executive, Sapphire Executive and Sapphire Executive 25 ranks in one month. Then, he or she could earn the
bonus for Sapphire Executive 50 in the second month. Then, he or she could earn the bonus for Sapphire Elite
Executive in the third month, to total $15,000 USD in bonuses.

QUESTIONS ABOUT RANKS
12. What happens if a Distributor becomes a Wholesale Customer during the promotion?
You must be an active Distributor (as defined in the Financial Rewards Plan) and in good standing (no open
compliance issues) with Jeunesse to participate in the promotion.
A Wholesale Customer is not eligible. He or she must again agree to terms and become a Distributor.
13. If a Wholesale Customer re-agrees to terms and is working toward regaining Distributor status again by
having Distributor-like activity, will he or she be able to participate in this promotion?
Once the Wholesale Customer is active as a Distributor again, he or she can participate at their highest rank. If
they are an existing Distributor, their official start date is Jan. 1, 2018.
14. Can a Sapphire Executive 50 participate in this promotion?
Yes. He or she will need to earn 100 cycles in one calendar month and 80,000 PGV during the
promotional timeframe.

QUESTIONS ABOUT PGV VOLUME
15. Is PGV cumulative for this promotion?
Yes, PGV is cumulative in the GPS promotion. It accumulates from one bonus promotional period to the next.
For example: If a Distributor achieves real Jade Executive rank, including earning 3,200 PGV, he or she receives
a bonus of $500. Then the Distributor needs only an additional 3,800 PGV to reach the 7000 PGV needed to
earn the real Pearl bonus.
16. Will PGV from event packages count toward the promotion? What are the specifics of this?
Event package PGV will count if the package is purchased in the market where the account is registered.
For example: If a Distributor is registered in the U.S., and he enrolls a new Distributor in Australia who purchases
an event package in Australia, would the package PGV count for the U.S. Distributor’s promotion PGV?
Yes, this PGV will count toward the promotion PGV, as long as the Australian Distributor is taking part in the
promotion and enrolled in Australia.
If the U.S. Distributor buys the package in Australia, then it would not be included as promotion PGV. However,
if the U.S. Distributor purchases an event package at an event in the U.S., that PGV would count.
Whoever buys a package is able to include the package PGV as part of their promotion PGV requirements.
17. If qualifying PGV is revoked because a Distributor does not have his or her ID on file, but then that
Distributor uploads it, will the volume again be included?
Yes. As long as the Distributor uploads the proper documentation within the required 30-day timeframe, PGV
will be restored.
18. Will Commissionable Volume (CV) from Jeunesse Preferred count?
Yes, all CV will count including SmartDelivery volume, but the “30% rule” applies here as well.
19. Can existing Distributors use the volume of their personally sponsored Distributors?

Yes, if the volume is PGV from new and existing lines of Sponsorship within the promotional period.
20. If a Distributor buys an event package in their registered market, but then processes a country change,
will the volume still count toward the promotion?
Any time there is an exception, there is a chance it will not be included. Contact Customer Service regarding
exceptions. Distributors can buy up to four (4) event packages per region, with a maximum of two (2)
packages per regional event.

QUESTIONS ABOUT CYCLES
21. Can a Distributor achieve the Sapphire 25, 50 and Sapphire Elite Executive ranks in one month?
No. Distributors can only earn one cycle bonus per calendar month. Cycles are calculated at the end of every
calendar month; the Jeunesse tracking system will look for the highest new real rank and pay only one cycle bonus.
A Distributor could potentially generate enough volume to qualify for all three bonuses in a single month, but if
the Distributor completes 100 cycles and accumulates 80,000 PGV in one month, he or she would receive only
the first or sequential cycle bonus.
For example: If a real Sapphire Executive completes 100 cycles in January and earns 80,000 PGV, he or she
would earn only the first cycle bonus, not the bonuses for Sapphire Executive 50 and 100 ranks, because the
cycles must happen sequentially.
If the Distributor completes 100 cycles again and already has 80,000 PGV in February, he or she would earn
the bonus for the Sapphire Executive 50 rank.
If the Distributor completes 100 cycles again and already has 80,000 PGV in March, he or she would earn the
bonus for the Sapphire Executive 100 rank.

QUESTIONS ABOUT THE 30% RULE
30% rule: No more than 30% of the new PGV can come from any one line of Sponsorship, including: PV, Retail
or Jeunesse Preferred volume. For example, if you have personally enrolled six people during the promotion
period, no more than 30% of your qualifying PGV can come from any one of the six (your personally
sponsored group).
22. If only 30% of PGV from Customers will count toward the volume needed for the promotion
qualifications, does that include volume from Wholesale Customers?
Wholesale Customers are in the tree and they may have teams below them who are active. Because they are a
line of Sponsorship, the 30% rule does apply to Wholesale Customers.

QUESTIONS ABOUT GOVERNMENT ID
23. Since Distributors must have a valid government ID on file for the PGV to count, at what point during the
promotion period will this be verified?
The 30-day return period starts at the beginning of each month, after a Distributor has earned a bonus.

Distributors have 30 days during the return period to ensure all first-level enrollees have uploaded their
government picture ID into their Joffice™ Wallet. This must be completed for volume to count toward the
promotion. The Distributor’s report will clearly show a “Y” on the column under Government ID to indicate that
yes, a Distributor has uploaded his or her ID.
Verification will happen by the end of the 30-day return period.
24. If a Distributor has enrolled before Jan. 1, 2018, does he or she have to upload a government ID?
Distributors who previously have uploaded an ID do not need to do it again. All Distributors must have an
uploaded ID to participate in this promotion or qualify another Distributor for this promotion. Distributors do
not need to wait until the end of the promotion period for ID verifications to be marked “Y” (yes) on the GPS
report in Joffice. Once verified, photo IDs apply immediately.
25. Is the procedure different for Distributors in India?
Yes. Distributors in India are not required to upload an ID to their Joffice Wallet. They will submit documents
in hard copy, which will not show on the automated GPS report. Distributors who have not uploaded an
image of their photo ID to their Joffice Wallet will not see a “Y” on the GPS report, even if they have sent in
the required documents.

QUESTIONS ABOUT CREDIT CARDS, SHIPPING AND BULK ORDERS
26. Regarding credit card use clause: If one of the 10 people who share the same credit card information
does not meet the government ID verification, will he or she be able to use another person for that same
credit card?
If the Jeunesse system identifies 10 users of the same card, it will not allow further use.
27. Does this apply to people who share the same Sponsor credit card, or is it per each card? Can orders be
placed with multiple cards?
Up to 10 people can share the same credit card.
28. Same credit card rules and shipping address regulations: Does the 10-enrollee rule apply for all,
including Asia, Greater China and Europe?
Yes. All countries participate in the 10-enrollee rule, except China. Although “Greater China” follows this rule,
mainland China does not; there is no limit to how many people can use the same card.
29. Does the limit of three recipients at one address apply to all markets, including Asia, Greater China
and Europe?
Yes. All markets except mainland China participate in this limit. In mainland China, there is no limit to how many
orders can have the same shipping address.
30. Is there a certain amount of product that dictates a “bulk order”?
For the purposes of this promotion, a “bulk order” is any order with a quantity of 10 or more of one SKU/
product. PGV from these orders will not count toward the promotion.

QUESTIONS ABOUT SMARTDELIVERY
31. Is “SmartDelivery” the new name for Conditional and Unconditional Autoship?
Yes. Going forward, Conditional Autoship and Unconditional Autoship will combine into a more streamlined
system, known as “SmartDelivery.”
32. For the Distributor to earn qualifying volume, does it matter what kind of SmartDelivery a Customer
enrolls in?
As of January 17, 2018, “Conditional Autoship” will no longer be available. As long as Distributors retain 60 PV
each month to stay active, they can participate.

